
8% Core Team

The core team is bringing this project forward, day and night, summer and winter; Therefore, it is also due to reward them with a small 

allocation.

2% Advisors

Building a reliable and evolving ecosystem requires a lot of experience and knowledge, which sometimes could lack in our core team. 

Advisors bring all that experience when it´s needed and asked.

8% Marketing

No project will expand exponentially without competitive and robust marketing. These tokens will be used for social media 

promotion, in�uencers, ads, and everything else that helps us bring our message to the market´s heart.

4% Strategic Partnerships

Alone, you can make a lot, but you will reach the “moon” only by joining forces with others. Like any other relationship, it also needs to 

be motivated and rewarded; therefore, tokens allocated to this direction will be used to strengthen long-term partnerships.  

2% Talent Acquisition

Motivated and talented people are those types of members we are always looking for. By allocating resources towards this direction, 

we could reach them before anyone else. Why bother ourselves with it? Because we want the most competitive and exceptional team.

6% Exchange Liquidity Reserve

The liquidity reserve is a must for the fast listing on exchanges (both Centralized and Decentralized). This allocation will bring all our 

holders the quickest possibility to trade the tokens.

0% Treasury

Yes, it’s null. As the tokenomics structure includes the transaction fee of 1% directed towards the treasury, it will, by default, 

accumulate the community Warchest. From the treasury, we found our incubators, initiatives, and voting proposals. If the majority of 

the community votes for some idea, the treasury is there to boost it.
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Governance

$ARTSY will grant the voting and management power to all ecosystem members. There will be a possibility to vote on proposals 

related to the platform and ensure that the voices of all members are heard. Within governance functionality, you can vote on rules, 

in�uence new products, add something to the roadmap, and implement new community features. 

Launchpad Fuel

To support NFT projects and interact with the Launchpad functionality, you need to have $ARTSY. The token will be our primary 

currency for this part of the project, and only with it, one can participate in the mentioned activities.

Play to earn Fuel

$ARTSY will be the token used to reward users of all future applications and play-to-earn mechanics. 

Store of Value 

With its de�ationary model, $ARTSY is a strong alternative for the store of value. With time, there will always be a major scarcity; 

therefore, the chance of upward movement in value is highly probable and the downwards volatility pretty unlikely.

Multichain exchange currency

the $ARTSY token is built with the most popular programming language and is easily bridgable between di�erent chains. It’s only a 

matter of time before you can use it within any EVM-compatible ecosystem.

$ARTSY TOKEN UTiLiTY

De�ationary by design

The $ARTSY de�ationary model stands on two pillars. From one side, there is no possibility to add any extra tokens (once the initial 

supply of 10M tokens is minted); from another, a minimum transaction fee is applied (half of which is directly burned). Tokens are 

continually being removed from circulation while demand remains constant and possibly increases. This simple but e�ective formula 

always puts pressure on supply, and drives value to the token holders.

2% Transaction Fee 

Each transaction has a fee of 2%. 1% is burned, and 1% goes to the Arteralabs Community Treasury (funds used for the ecosystem 

development).

DEFLATiONARY MODEL AND TRANSACTiON FEES

I have some questions, who to ask?

Check our discord. Sure, you will �nd the right answer.

Which chain will host the token launch?

As our main priorities were: interoperability, �exibility, and smart contracts functionality within the Dotsama ecosystem (our home 

chain), we have selected Moonriver as a primary network where our tokens and the initial Dapp will be launched and working.

What is the token´s Name?

$ARTSY - from Art (Creativity and Creations) + Sea (Sea of possibilities)

Is there any locking period for tokens? 

No, you can transfer tokens directly after the drop. With our distribution strategy aimed at the community (where none of the 

participants, neither users nor team, holds a critical amount of tokens), there is no chance of Rugpull or other related to lockups 

problematics.

Are tokens already tradeable (02/22)? 

At the moment, they are not. After we release tokens to current NFT holders and complete INFTO, we will provide the necessary 

liquidity and open a new trading pair. Token will be tradeable at the end of Q1 - the beginning of Q2 2022.

How will Current Holders receive tokens airdrop?

They need to claim it before the end of Q2 on our dedicated dapp page.

How many "New Holders" token airdrops will there be?

Once for each quarter - end of Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4.

How many "Ambassadors" airdrops will there be?

Once for each two quarters - end of Q2, and Q4.

How will Community members receive the airdrop?

We know our Core Community. Before the Q2 ends, we will airdrop them the bonus.

How can I build together as a "Pioneer"  and make part of an Incubator program?

An application form is accessible from the website; �lling it is the �rst step.

FAQS
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15% Initial NFT O�ering

There is a need for resources to grow, expand, hire new developers, and improve the infrastructure. 

Would it be better to seek funding from private investors, set it as a whitelisted presale, or make a traditional initial coin o�ering? 

We always look back on our values and beliefs when it comes to such decisions. With the vision for a decentralized, autonomous, and 

permissionless organization, the path we found in line with our values  is INFTO - the Initial NFT o�ering.  Simple, direct, fair. 

There will be a release of  135 Funding NFTs available for purchase to any user. Each NFT grants several bonuses and privileges within 

the Arteralabs project and a direct allocation drop at the TGE event. Some will give you whitelists for any possible token sale from 

more than 100 Launchpad programs; some will also provide exposure to arteralabs incubators with more than 12 community 

start-ups or a discount on any purchase. Divided into three tears: Diamond, Golden, and Iron, these NFTs are a special reminder and a 

statement of trustful support in our project.

Total allocation 15% = 1.500.000 Tokens /  Total Funding asked = 150.000 /  Price x Token = 0.1

The INFTO will be made on the Singular Marketplace (by RMRK Team), in KSM equivalent. 

Dates and all major information, will be announced on our o�cial Twitter and Discord Channels.

FUNDiNG - iNFTO 
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10% Current NFT Holders 

To celebrate our early supporters, we will airdrop 1 million coins (10% of the total supply) to everyone who possesses any NFT 

released by Arteralabs (our projects, residents, or ecosystem partners). Each collection will be valued with a di�erent amount of 

points. You are eligible for the token airdrop once you have reached at least 6 points. All eligible holders will be sharing "the pie" 

following the amount proportion.  

25% Future NFT Holders

To continue our fair distribution model, all future Arteralabs Ecosystem NFT Holders will receive an additional token airdrop. 

The airdrop bonus will follow any artwork from any collection sold directly by Arteralabs. (2022) Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 - 4 snapshots and 4 

equal distribution events. The total supply of 25% will reward all new members of our Arteralabs ecosystem and family. 

1% Community members

We will never forget those who joined our community and made the way up with us. Who was always there and helped us regardless 

of activity, rewards, or else - our Core Community, our OG's. This Drop is the reward for trust, dedication, and loyalty.

4% Incentives and Rewards

Our community knows that Meritocracy is a value we strictly believe in. We value each and any positive initiative, application, and 

commitment. This part of the Supply will go to all proactive and exceptional members of our community who showed their creativity 

and dedication to help us reach great results. Moreover, this allocation will be used for Competitions and Community Events.

3% Ambassadors

There are community members who are there internally and those who represent and promote us externally. If you will be part of our 

Ambassador program, show dedication, spread the voice, and defend our name in any situation - you will deserve to have a slice of 

the pie. Easy as ABC.

3% Pioneers

Pioneers are a particular type of community member. For these people, taking part is not enough - they want to build. 

In Arteralabs, we value creativity and passion for growth; therefore, we regularly organize Workshops and Project Incubators. 

Those who will complete one of those with success, in addition to experience, MVP, and connections, will also receive an extra 

reward - our tokens. This allocation also serves as a resource for incubators.

9% Play to Earn Pool

As part of our roadmap and new utility implementation plan, we are developing the play-to-earn game for the Arteralabs ecosystem. 

This allocation will act as an in-game reward for all future players.  
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